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Although fibronectin (FN) has been used in a variety of in vitro studies to enhance cell and bacteria adhesion, relatively little is known about the molecular interactions of FN with surfaces, particularly the interactions that can control the binding, conformation, and functionality of FN on these surfaces. Even less is known about approaches needed to control binding, orientation, and functionality of FN bound on surfaces. To begin to fill this gap in our knowledge, we hypothesized that functional FN can be bound and specifically oriented on polystyrene surfaces with FN-specific collagen-related peptides (CRPs). We further hypothesized that monoclonal antibodies that react with specific epitopes on FN can be used to quantify both FN binding and orientation on these surfaces. On the basis of these hypotheses, we initiated a systematic investigation of the binding and orientation of FN on polystyrene surfaces with CRPs. To bind FN to surfaces, we used two different CRPs: CRP-I (TLQPVYEYMVGV) and CRP-II (TGLPVGVGYVVTVLT). The binding and orientation of the FN molecule to these immobilized CRPs was quantified with (125)I-FN and monoclonal antibodies. Monoclonal antibodies used for this study were reactive with specific regions of the FN molecule, that is, the amino (N) terminus (anti-N antibodies) and carboxyl (C) terminus (anti-C antibodies). The results of our studies demonstrated that although CRP-I and CRP-II could be bound directly to polystyrene, these directly immobilized CRPs failed to bind (125)I-FN . Thus, to facilitate FN binding to the CRPs, we used bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a spacer to physically elevate the CRPs away from the polystyrene surface. Thus, CRP-I and CRP-II were covalently linked to BSA via the N and C termini of each CRP (CRP-I-BSA and CRP-II-BSA). (125)I-CRP-BSAs were all found to bind to equivalent levels on polystyrene (1.60-2.60 microg/cm2). When CRP-BSAs were immobilized on polystyrene, they all successfully bound (125)I-FN in a range of 34-72 ng/cm2 (mean). Using monoclonal antibodies to FN to characterize the orientation of FN bound to the various CRP-BSAs, we demonstrated that (1) FN consistently bound to either CRP-I-BSA or CRP-II-BSA; (2) bound FN reacted significantly more with anti-C antibodies than with anti-N antibodies; and (3) the increased reactivity of bound FN to anti-C antibodies was consistent, whether FN was bound by CRP-I or CRP-II or the CRPs were bound to BSA by the C or N termini. These data demonstrated an enhanced binding of anti-C antibodies to immobilized CRP-BSA relative to anti-N antibodies. We interpreted the data to be the result of FN binding in an oriented fashion with N termini of FN bound tightly to the BSA-polystyrene surface. In this position, the C termini of FN are exposed and available for binding by the anti-C antibodies. Alternatively, in this orientation the N termini of the FN would not be available to bind the anti-N antibodies, thereby explaining the decreased reactivity of the CRP immobilized FN to the anti-N antibodies. These studies not only demonstrate the utility of peptides in binding and orienting large molecular weight proteins such as FN on surfaces but underscore the need for well-characterized reagents (e.g., monomeric/functional FN and antibodies) to specifically bind, orient, and characterize large molecular weight proteins immobilized on various surfaces.